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Details of Visit:

Author: Filler
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 26 Mar 2011 10.00
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.rachel4you.co.uk
Phone: 07904738544

The Premises:

Nice flat in township to the north side of Peterborough. Safe enough neighbourhood. No problems
with parking.

The Lady:

Late 30's early 40's lady. Blonde, curvy figure with tremendous natural breasts with highly suckable
nipples. Pleasant face and personality and nice to talk to.

The Story:

Started with a nice teasing massage beginning with fingers and eventually Rachel's lovely boobs.
Lovely teasing oral. Rachel is one of those ladies who know how to use their tongue to stimulate the
head and shaft before going on to suck which is with a condom and which was done in 69 which if
you hit the spot you really know you have as Rachel is very responsive and doesn't go in for fake
moaning and all that. Sex with Rachel on top resulted in a rather massive climax for me which I
think Rachel also came again too. I had wanted to go for a cum twice option that Rachel offers but
sadly the flesh was weak if the mind wasn't!
This was my 6th visit (I think) to Rachel and each time is as good as the last and sometimes better.
Rachel is great to be with and while she doesn't offer a girlfriend experience, she doesn't kiss for
example its doubtful there's many better experienced ladies about in this part of the world and a
sexy time is guaranteed especially if you find her sweet spot!
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